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Purpose of guide
The purpose of this guide is to assist companies in their search for accommodation
solutions for their employees.
The significance and the particularity of the ITER project require the implementation of an organisation
adapted to the offer of accommodations for the employees working on the ITER worksite. This will
enable to house 3,000 employees at the same time between 2014 and 2017. Among these
employees, 1,500 to 2,000 will be searching for accommodation near the worksite and for variable
durations. At present, the AIF wishes to organise and facilitate access to accommodation for French
and foreign companies and satisfy their needs. To do so, the AIF has decided to implement, with the
agreement and support of the contracting authorities of the construction site i.e. ITER Organization
and Fusion For Energy, a system divided into two parts:
•
•

Assistance for helping employees in their search for accommodation via relocation agencies
(which will be operational in 2012).
A professional study aiming to list the accommodation solutions available within 30 minutes
around the ITER worksite. This study was started in July 2011 and will be completed by 2012.

A consultation approach was launched for completing this study: all of the local authorities involved,
towns, intercommunal structures and general councils have been consulted so as to prepare a list of
accommodation facilities. The government services (DREAL and DDT), placed under the authority of
the DREAL, have been included in order to analyse the administrative feasibility of each project, to
define the completion schedule and, when possible, to assess their cost.
At the same time, the companies and consortiums preselected in relation to the calls for tenders made
by Fusion For Energy, have been contacted and the demand for accommodation has been qualified
and defined through surveys ad meetings.
It soul be noted that the accommodation of "itinerant workers" is, in France, the entire responsibility of
the employer and that he must find solutions or provide his employees with sufficient means so that
they can be housed in conditions which comply with French law.
Therefore, this guide is the result of the study. Its aim is, on the one hand, to help companies
acknowledge their rights and their duties, and on the other hand, to inform them of the regional
situation in terms of housing and accommodation facilities (which is currently insufficient to absorb this
influx of requests in good conditions) and to help them make the most appropriate choices.
The study includes the following:
•
•
•

General information about the ITER project and its region
Different solutions in relation to existing accommodation facilities
Possible accommodation solutions with project sheets which provide practical information for
their implementation.
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ITER: an exceptional project
The ITER worksite is an exceptional worksite. No equivalent exists in Europe.

An exceptional project due
to its scope.

More than 3,000 employees are expected on the site as
from 2014.
1,500 to 2,000 of them will be searching for
accommodation for three-year durations.

60 % are itinerant workers

50 % are itinerant worker

An exceptional project due
to its duration.

An exceptional project due
to its organisation.

(Source: ITER Organization, May 2012
The entire worksite will be completed over a 10-year
duration.
It will then be operated for 20 years.

An exceptional project due
to its implementation.
This international project includes 7 partners.
Multiple contracting authorities: IO, Domestic Agencies
including F4E.

A wide variety of service providers of various origins, with
extremely
different
organisations,
customs
and
expectations with respect to accommodation.
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The region hosting the ITER worksite
A very attractive region:
The ITER worksite is located in the heart of the Provence are,
in the South-East of France. A significant urban development is
occurring in this region, which is known for its international
attractiveness due to it Mediterranean coast, its mountains
(Southern Alps) and the nature of its towns and villages in the
rear country.
The ITER worksite is located in the Valley of the Durance, an
axis which connects the sea and mountains. This valley
borders two regional natural parks (Luberon and Verdon) and
is less than 30 minutes by car from Aix-en-Provence, a
dynamic city of art and culture, which contributes to the
development of the Metropolitan area of Marseille.
This region is therefore extremely attractive and has
exceptional natural and heritage-related qualities, which
undergo multiple types of pressure.

It mainly remains a rural area with a significant tourist activity, whose accommodation and housing
offer is not prepared to welcome such a significant and temporary population.
In addition to the city of Aix-en-Provence, this region is organised around two average-sized cities,
Manosque and Pertuis (15 to 20,000 inhabitants), small towns to the North of Aix-en-Provence
(Venelles, Meyrargues, Peyrolles, Jouques (2 to 4,000 inhabitants) and a series of small traditional
villages.
This region is located at the border between four departments, which are the basic administrative units
of the French territorial organisation.
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The ITER area
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A tight property market
Due to the attractiveness of the region, property markets are relatively tight although major
differences exist.
•

Example of prices in the different sectors in €/month.

Sector

MANOSQUE
AIX-EN-PROVENCE
HAUT VAR
PERTUIS

Time to
reach the
worksite
20
29
20
22

Studio

2-room flat

3-room flat

3-room flat

4-room flat

350 to 410
400 to 795
310 to 415
358 to 600

447 to 530
550 to 1400
372 to 550
460 to 680

490 to 900
800 to 1500
550
650 to 808

650 to 915
950 to 1450
800
700 to 900

1450 to 2100
700

(Source: Enquête Sémaphores, 2011)
•

There are rental possibilities in Aix-en-Provence, Manosque, Pertuis and the Haut Var as well as
a diffuse offer which is not to be ignored.

The main towns are those which have the largest rental housing offer and within which solutions can
be found. Aix-en-Provence, Manosque and Pertuis may therefore provide interesting accommodation
possibilities.
The Haut Var area also offers interesting possibilities. The towns of La Verdière and Rians can provide
empty accommodation facilities in good condition which could be used for housing the employees.
Occasional rental offers may exist in the entire region. These offers may change and vary.
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Offers of tourist and seasonal furnished accommodation

Most recent
available

exhaustive

list

Due to its tourist vocation, the region proposes a wide range of tourist housing facilities such as hotels,
campsites equipped with mobile-homes and furnished flats (tourist and holiday accommodation, bread
& breakfasts and guest houses). Except for Aix-en-Provence and Gréoux-les-Bains, the number of
tourists varies according to the season and reaches a peak between June and September. During the
summer season, the prices of rental accommodation can be multiplies by four.
Gréoux-les-Bains is a major health resort. It is open from March to December and although there is a
large offer regarding tourist accommodation, the availability is much lower than in the rest of the
region.

A region under construction: new operation projects which can be mobilised over the short‐term and
which will be marketed during the worksite.
A major urban development is also occurring in this region, due to the economic dynamism of Aix-enProvence and the influence of the ITER project.
Many towns are involved in urban development programmes. These projects are at various stages of
progress. New accommodation programmes will be delivered soon or in a few years in Manosque,
Pierrevert, Volx, Château-Arnoux or even in Aix-en-Provence.

Rehabilitation possibilities
Many villages, or even larger towns, include old and vacant accommodation facilities, which, in most
cases, are in bad condition. They consist in small flats and houses located in town centres, which have
been abandoned a long time ago due to the complexity and cost of their modernisation. Pertuis and
Manosque have developed (or are about to develop) programmes aiming to help owners renovate
their property with the help of the government.

Nevertheless, this rental market is insufficient to house all of the employees of the work site.
In any case, current accommodation facilities seem to be significantly insufficient to satisfy the
companies' needs.
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Mobilising the existing rental companies
Three partner relocation agencies
In order to facilitate the mobilisation of existing rental accommodation, AIF and the Welcome Office for
International Companies (WOIC) have selected three relocation agencies whose mission is to assist the
companies in their search for accommodation.
These agencies are to use the database compiled by the Sémaphores firm during the study. They are
to complete and update it.
The three selected agencies include:
Interdean: Amélie Wilcken: +33 4 4297 5330 - +33 6 60 92 67 43 – http://www.interdean.com
CSE Mobilité: Kristina Dargagnon: +33 4 4297 5630 – http://www.csemobilité.com
The Provence: Laurence Claisse-Ebbo : +33 6 13 84 87 57 – http://www.the-provence.com
Their vocation is to propose a range of services for companies are interested.
They have the following obligations:
• Answering the requests made by the companies working on the worksite.
• Defining their range of services whose cost will be covered by the companies.
Furthermore, they propose other relocation services (immigration, schools, etc.).
The offer proposed by each accommodation project initiator will be communicated to the three
relocation agencies

Facilitating the mobilisation of rental accommodation
Owners are all the more open to discussion (including on the subject of prices) if guarantees can be
provided regarding the payments of rent and costs, as well as the return of the property being rented.
A company's commitment (of the commitment of a group of companies) would greatly help
its employees to access rental accommodation.
Two types of guarantees are requested:
• Deposit-guarantees: they generally amount to one month's rent and may reach 3 month's
rent. They are to cover the costs of rehabilitating the property if it is damaged. They are
entirely or partially restored (after an inventory) at the end of the lease.
• Guarantors: they may not be requested but remain an extremely common practice and often
represent an accommodation access condition. A guarantor is a signatory who commits to pay
the rent and costs if the named tenant fails to pay.
A lease or rental contract in the name of the employee's company can also reassure the owner.

Particular cases: social housing
Public or private organisations are to construct and manage accommodation for low-income people.
The rules and deadlines for the allocation of the accommodations do not correspond to the standard
requirements of worksite companies.
However, French companies which pay for Action Logement (ex 1 % logement) may inform the
collector of their reservation rights.
Operations such as guest houses seem to be a better solution and will comply with the expectations of
these companies.
They propose furnished accommodation with various services (catering). Such operations exits in Aixen-Provence: Foyer des jeunes travailleurs des Milles : http://www.aljepa.fr/
Two other guest houses (Aix-en-Provence and Pertuis) will be able to house employees if companies
support their construction (see sheets on pages: 51 and 57).
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Mobilising the companies managing tourist accommodation
The three relocation agencies can provide help for searching for rental accommodation as well as for
searching for adapted tourist accommodation.
The three selected agencies include:
Interdean: Amélie Wilcken : +33 4 4297 5330 - +33 6 60 92 67 43 – http://www.interdean.com
CSE Mobilité : Kristina Dargagnon: +33 4 4297 5630 – http://www.csemobilité.com
The Provence: Laurence Claisse-Ebbo : +33 6 13 84 87 57 – http://www.the-provence.com

Many rentals are proposed on a weekly or even daily basis. Various options exist:
•

Short-stay hotel facilities

•

Bread & breakfasts and guest houses

•

Campsites

•

Furnished holiday accommodation.

The offer is generally more dispersed in villages.
The activity of the diffuse offer is extremely seasonal (occupancy 4 months per year). Yearly rentals
are possible. However, prices are generally multiplied by four in the summer season.
The four Tourism Departmental Committees (Comités Départementaux du Tourisme) covering the
area have all implemented booking centres which are accessible on internet:
•

Alpes de Haute provence: http://www.alpes-haute-provence.com/

•

Bouches du Rhône: http://www.visitprovence.com/

•

Var: http://www.visitvar.fr/provence-cote-azur/default.aspx

•

Vaucluse: http://www.provenceguide.com/

Other booking centres also exist:
•

Iter booking: www.iterbooking.com

•

Office du tourisme d’Aix en Provence: http://www.aixenprovencetourism.com/
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ITER and the region: private‐ and public‐funded projects to integrate worksite employees
In order to deal with the lack of housing facilities, AIF has started to list projects in different towns in
order to guarantee that there will be sufficient accommodation for companies and their employees.

Principles
Several principles have guided the compilation of this list:
•

Projects for housing employees in relation to the development of towns and intercommunal
structures. Projects which may contribute to the development of the region once the worksite
has been completed are favoured. This concerns accommodation which can be converted into
tourist or student accommodation.

•

The commitment of companies in the coordination and management of accommodation
projects remains key data. AIF anticipates the needs the companies, guides them, and
facilitates their search for solutions but does not take over their responsibility regarding the
accommodation of their employees.

•

The organisation of transport solutions for the employees to the worksite is also to be
organised by the companies. The worksite facilities are not sufficient to accommodate the
parking of individual cars belonging to the expected 3,500 employees. This issue represents a
major corollary in the accommodation issue.

Proposals
This guide proposes various options to the companies for the accommodation of their employees.
These solutions include:
•

A large-capacity turnkey project (up to 800 people) managed by private initiators. This project
only requires a commitment from the company regarding the number of bookings and their
duration. It is mostly foreseen as a tourist accommodation structure (Mobile Home or
Lightweight Recreational Accommodation and will contribute to the development of tourism in
the long term.

•

Projects requiring contributions from the companies: this generally concerns the completion of
works in exchange of the provision of land.

•

Projects requiring a financial contribution from the companies (total or partial).

The feasibility of these proposals has been checked with the support of government services. For
certain projects, uncertainties or implementation difficulties remain.
Their implementation deadlines vary but are all compatible with the worksite schedule.
The projects propose variable situations (concentration of the employees on a single site or dispersion
on smaller sites, remoteness from or nearness to the worksite, etc.).
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Instructions for project sheets
Each of these proposals has been summarised in a description sheet.
The sheet specifies the type of offer, its capacity, its implementation deadline, its location (with the
worksite access time in an individual car), the proximity of commercial services as well as information
concerning public transport services.
Each sheet specifies the people which can be contacted for information.
The companies must:
• Select the projects which meet their expectations according to the reality of the situation. The
range of choices in the region is not extensive.
• Contact the relevant people to discuss in which conditions the projects can be implemented.
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Turnkey project catering for large and very large populations
Dpt

Project to be developed

Accommodation
capacity of the
project (people)

Implementation difficulties

04

Château Arnoux – Private campsite

779

None - Tourist development project

Dpt
04
04
04
13
13
13
13
84

Dpt
04

Projects requiring contribution “in kind”
Accommodation
Project
Implementation difficulties
capacity of the
project
Quinson - Motor-home parking area
50
Distance from Cadarache
Manosque - Municipal campsite
60
Project initiator to be defined
Corbières - Mobile homes on the old
Current football field provided if a new football
120
football pitch
field is funded
Le Puy Sainte Réparade - Municipal
campsite
Saint Paul Lez Durance – site facilities
Saint Paul Lez Durance –
demountables on Castellet
Jouques - Mobile-homes on part of the
ZAE (commercial zone)
Pertuis – train station area

80

Large-scale rehabilitation, funding, project
initiator to be defined

120

None

100

Levelling

200
150

Natura 2000 constraints and connection to
networks
Network capacity being checked

Projects requiring financial contributions (investment or operation)
Accommodation
Project
capacity of the
Implementation difficulties
project
Manoque – youth hostel
40
Cost and initiator to be defined

04

Manosque – workers’ dormitory

To be determined

Emerging project

04

Volx - Municipal campsite (DSP)

90

Pending the decision of the future manager

04

La Brillanne - ZAD des Ferrayes

200

Cost requested for completing the works

13

Aix en Provence - Foyer des Abeilles

60

Funding plan and booking of accommodations

100

Implementation deadline

50

None

50

Project being defined by CG 83

13
83
83

Saint Paul Lez Durance - Mobile
homes in the Les Lauves zones
Montmeyan 1 – Holiday camp –
renovated buildings
Montmeyan 2- Holiday camp –
renovated buildings

83

Montmeyan 3 – Installation of mobile
homes on the holiday home centre

100

Project being defined by CG 83

84

Pertuis – Student accommodation

30

PPRI constraints, the condition of the works is
being checked

84

Pertuis – Domitory for young workers

20

Funding and initiator to be defined

Weak constraints
Medium to high constraints
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Turnkey project catering for large and very large populations
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DEPARTMENT of the Alpes de Haute Provence

POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS
for accommodating ITER
worksite personnel
Identification
Name

Les Salettes campsite – Château Arnoux

Type of solution

Campsite provided for ITER employees

Town

Château Arnoux

Intercommunal structure

Communauté de Communes de Moyenne Durance
Inventory

Analysis of the potential solution

Development of an abandoned campsite

Approach involved

Private

Project initiator
Expected commitment from company
Project deadline

SARL Les Oliviers
Booking of camp spots by the chosen companies
2013

SITUATION
Distance from worksite
59 km (shortest route)

Travel time:
42 minutes (quickest
way – A51)

Address:
04160 Château Arnoux

Land registry ID:
000 AH 602

ACCESSIBILITY:
Access to services and shops
(km)

900 m

Public
transport

Buses + regional trains to Marseille & Briançon (Saint Auban station 5
km away)
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LOCATION

DESCRIPTION
Total number
possibilities

of

accommodation
267 mobile homes

Mobilisable accommodation capacity for 779 people
The final capacity of the project could be reduced owing to requirements
ITER
required to the risk of flooding.
Surface area of land
≈ 4ha
Lead time
Ownership
Available utilities
Procedures to instigate

Requirements

Works required
Party in charge of construction
Party in charge of operation
Contacts

Remarks

Cost estimate

6 months following the agreement with the company
Municipality
Rental through the company called SARL les Oliviers
Main utilities available nearby
Permit application to develop the site submitted in April 2012
Changes to the draft regulations for the flooding risk prevention plan (PPRI)
Application of the ‘Mountain’ Act (opinion of the Departmental Commission
for Nature, Landscapes and Sites, with agreement from the Prefect) and
authorisation under the 'New Tourist Project’ (UTN) scheme; the scope of the
Natura 2000 and ‘Natural Areas of Special Ecological Interest for Flora and
Fauna’ (ZNIEFF) means that an impact assessment is required.
Road & underground networks (RUN) for plots so the mobile homes can be
connected. Purchase and installation of housing modules
Public works company within the group: Loisirs Constructions
SARL les oliviers
Bravay Jean Philippe: 06 73 67 57 25
UTc area (tourist site)
Far from the worksite
Large accommodation capacity
Quick to set up once agreement is obtained
Extendable capacity in the mid‐term (additional property to be bought)
A rental management option is available if required (multiplicity of
companies, high turnover, etc.)
Onsite developments possible: canteen, laundry, etc.
Project initiator’s responsibility
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DEPARTMENT of the Alpes de Haute Provence

POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS
for accommodating ITER
worksite personnel
Identification
Name

Temporary facilities on a camper-van campsite

Type of solution

Site facilities

Town

Quinson

IIntercommunal structure

Communauté de Communes Lubéron Durance Verdon
Inventory

Analysis of the potential solution

Project initiator
Expected commitment from company
Project deadline

Approach involved

Levelling, simple connections
Contact the town hall

Municipality
Land provided free of charge if the cost of the works and mobile home installations is
met.
Quick once agreement from the companies has been given

SITUATION
Distance from worksite
39 km

Travel time:
39 minutes

Address:
Les Prés du Verdon

Land registry ID:
C 1236
C 1239

ACCESSIBILITY:
Access to services and shops
(km)

A few
shops in
the village
centre

Public
transport

SATURDAY MORNING: QUINSON ‐ RIEZ, TO GO TO THE
TOWN MARKET,
WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON (2ND AND 4TH): QUINSON ‐
MANOSQUE

Investigating
potential
solutions
for housing
ITER worksite
personnel
worksite
Investigating
potential
solutions
for housing
ITER worksite
personnel
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LOCATION

DESCRIPTION
Total number
possibilities

of

accommodation
25 mobile homes

Mobilisable accommodation capacity for
100% (about 50 people)
ITER
Surface area of land
Lead time
Ownership
Available utilities
Procedures to instigate
Regulatory requirements
Works required
Party in charge of construction
Party in charge of operation
Contacts
Remarks
Cost estimate

4,737 m²
And 24, 740 m² (possibility of a part depending on the project requirements)
Short term
Municipality
To be installed (networks nearby)
Procedures related to the 'Tourist Site' scheme and the land use plan (POS)
Land use plan (POS) – Natura 2000 programme
Road & underground networks, installation of mobile homes
By the company in exchange for land free of charge
By the company
J.M. REYMOND Mayor of Quinson Tel : 04 92 74 40 25 mairie.quinson@wanadoo.fr
Project to develop a camper‐van site next to the municipal campsite (public service
delegation ‐ DSP). Municipal land Networks nearby. Roads & underground networks
to be installed and connected
Projects contributing to a municipal tourist development scheme
The project is far from the worksite
To be determined.
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DEPARTMENT of Alpes de Haute Provence

POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS
for accommodating ITER
worksite personnel
Identification
Name

Municipal campsite

Type of solution

Mobile homes

Town

Manosque

Intercommunal structure

Communauté de communes Lubéron Durance Verdon
Inventory
Approach
involved

Analysis of the potential solution

Project initiator
Expected commitment from company
Project deadline

Campsite to be redeveloped
None

Municipality
Negotiations underway with Omega Concept (subsidary of Suez): Mobile homes provided
by the company and handed over to the municipality after 4 or 5 years. Municipal
campsite provided free of charge
Short term

SITUATION
Distance from worksite
23, 5 km

Travel time:
23 minutes

Address:
Camping municipal « Les
Ubacs »
Avenue de la Repasse
04100 Manosque

Land registry ID:
000 BM 35
000 BM 41
000 BM 42
000 BM 43
000 BM 44

ACCESSIBILITY:
Access to services and shops
(km)

1.5 km
from town
centre

Public
transport

BUS NO. 3 (MANOBUS)
BUS NO. 25: MARSEILLE ↔ MANOSQUE ↔FORCALQUIER
BUS NO. 28: MARSEILLE ↔ MANOSQUE ↔ DIGNE‐LES‐BAINS ↔
BARCELONNETTE
BUS NO. 29: MARSEILLE ↔ MANOSQIE ↔ GAP ↔ BRIANÇON
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LOCATION

Municipal
campsite

DESCRIPTION
Total number
possibilities

of

accommodation
An estimated 30 mobile homes

Mobilisable accommodation capacity for
100% (60 people)
ITER
Surface area of land
Lead time
Ownership
Available utilities
Procedures to instigate
Requirements
Works required
Party in charge of construction
Party in charge of operation
Contacts

Remarks

Cost estimate

3.1 hectares
Possibility of being set up in the short term – early 2013
Municipality
Developed
Negotiations underway with Oméga Concept (subsidiary of Suez). Subject to
getting the contract
Within the Luberon ‘Regional Natural Park’ perimeter and next to a
residential area.
Landscaping and installation of mobile homes
By the company
By the company
Hélène Démaret hdemaret@ccldv.fr Tel.: 06.42.03.77.24
Oméga Concept went to see the Mayor to discuss the possibility of using the
municipal campsite to set up site facilities.
The company would provide the mobile homes and give them to the
municipality after 4 or 5 years.
CCLDV: Extension with 60 extra mobile homes on a block of land provided by
the municipality. No advancement
To be determined.
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DEPARTMENT of Alpes de Haute Provence

POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS
for accommodating ITER
worksite personnel
Identification
Name

Site facilities – Football ground

Type of solution

Setting up site facilities on the current football field

Town

Corbières

Intercommunal structure

Communauté de Communes Sud 04

Analysis of the potential solution

Inventory
Approach involved

Project initiator
Expected commitment from company
Project deadline

Level land to develop
Temporary permit applicable to lodge

Municipality
Construction of a new football field
Potentially short term – early 2013

SITUATION
Distance from worksite
23.2 km

Travel time:
22 minutes

Address:
Rue des Artisans
04220 Corbières

Land registry ID:
OC ‐ 0550

ACCESSIBILITY:
Access to services and shops
(km)

<1 km, 15
min on
foot to
town

Public
transport

‐BUS CORBIERES ↔ SAINTE‐TULLE ↔ PIERREVERT ↔ MANOSQUE
‐BUS 25: MARSEILLE ↔ CORBIERES ↔ MANOSQUE ↔ FORCALQUIER
‐BUS 28: MARSEILLE ↔ CORBIERES ↔ MANOSQUE ↔ DIGNE‐LES‐BAINS ↔
BARCELONNETTE
‐BUS 29: MARSEILLE ↔ CORBIERES ↔ MANOSQUE ↔ GAP ↔
BRIANÇON
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LOCATION

DESCRIPTION
Total number
possibilities

of

accommodation
60 mobile homes

Mobilisable accommodation capacity for
100% (120 people)
ITER
Surface area of land
Lead time
Ownership
Available utilities
Procedures to instigate

Regulatory requirements

Works required
Party in charge of construction
Party in charge of operation
Contacts

Remarks
Cost estimate

2 ha required
Short term if a company picks up the project
Municipality
Developed
Very few
Located in a flood‐risk area in the local urban plan (PLU) whose regulations
accept 'light' developments such as playgrounds, recreational sites and
cultural activities on the condition that they do not impact the flood plains.
Within the Luberon regional natural park and a type‐2 Natural Areas of
Special Ecological Interest for Flora and Fauna’ (ZNIEFF)
Onsite networks and installation of mobile homes
By the company in exchange for building a sportsground
By the company
Mayor, secretariat@mairie‐corbieres.fr
Urban department: Tel.: 04 92 72 66 65
Football field is in a flood‐risk area (In this area, the following are prohibited:
light recreational housing and residential recreational parks. Development of
the campsite ground but a permit could be issued on a temporary basis so as
to set up site facilities.
€200,000 to €300,000 for the new football ground + site development
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DEPARTEMENT des Bouches du Rhône

POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS
for accommodating ITER
worksite personnel
Identification
Name

Municipal campsite

Type of solution

Site facilities

Town

Le Puy Sainte Réparade

Intercommunal structure

Communauté d’Agglomération du Pays d’Aix

Analysis of the potential solution

Project initiator
Expected commitment from company
Project deadline

Inventory
Approach
involved

Abandoned campsite to be renovated
Full renovation

Municipality
Restoration of the campsite which has been closed for 3 years
Short term

SITUATION
Distance from worksite
31.9 km

Travel time:
29 minutes

Address:
Avenue du stade
13610 Le Puy Sainte
Réparade

Land registry ID:
AN 0007
AN 0009
AN 0156

ACCESSIBILITY:
Access to services and shops
(km)

700 m
Shops
nearby

Public
transport

CPA BUS SERVICES
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LOCATION

DESCRIPTION
Total number
possibilities

of

accommodation
Accommodation for 50 to 100 people to be defined

Mobilisable accommodation capacity for
100% (100 to 200 people)
ITER
Surface area of land
Lead time
Ownership
Available utilities
Procedures to instigate
Regulatory requirements
Works required
Party in charge of construction
Party in charge of operation
Contacts
Remarks
Cost estimate

4.7 ha (possible extension of 7,736 m²)
Short term (2‐5 years)
Municipality
Developed but some networks to be resized
Finalisation of the financial plan
Very few
Networks, bathroom facilities and equipment to be upgraded, and mobile
homes to be installed
By the company
By the company
CPA: Hélène Barrau hbarrau@agglo‐paysdaix.fr Tel.: 04 88 78 10 05
Unsuccessful call for tender led by the municipality to renovate the campsite
and to appoint a delegate. Call for tender was probably unsuccessful due to
the fact that only the tourist market was considered.
€1 million
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DEPARTEMENT des Bouches du Rhône

POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS
for accommodating ITER
worksite personnel
Identification
Name

Installation of demountable living quarters in the
business area of Saint Paul Lez Durance

Type of solution

Project to install demountable living quarters

Town

Saint Paul Lez Durance

Intercommunal structure

Communauté d’Agglomération du Pays d’Aix
Inventory

Analysis of the potential solution

Approach
involved

Project initiator
Expected commitment from company
Project deadline

Level land to develop
ASN authorisation

Commune de Saint Paul Lez Durance
Site development
Short term ‐ 2013

SITUATION
Distance from worksite
4.9 km

Travel time:
6 minutes

Address:
Rue Jules Horowitz
13 115 Saint Paul Lez
Durance

Land registry ID:
000 AA 89

ACCESSIBILITY:
Public
transport

Access to services and shops
(km)
2 km

To:
CEA, Jouques, Peyrolles, Meyrargues, Pertuis, Venelles, Aix (Aix en
bus)
Digne, Manosque, Marignane (aéroport), Marseille, Vinon,
Gréoux… (LER)
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LOCATION
Site facilities project

Aix-en-Bus stop

Shops

Description
Total number
possibilities

of

accommodation
Capacity for 64 demountable huts and 66 parking spots

Mobilisable accommodation capacity for
100% (120 people)
ITER
Surface area of land
Lead time
Ownership
Available utilities
Procedures to instigate
Regulatory requirements
Works required
Party in charge of construction
Party in charge of operation
Contacts
Remarks
Cost estimate

4,950 m²
Short term ‐ 2013
Municipal land
Bare ground (compact soil) Plot of land connected to networks (water,
sewage, electricity, telephone)
French Nuclear Safety Authority (ASN) authorisation required
ASN
Distribution of onsite networks, ground cover, installation and connection of
demountables
By the company
By the company
Mr Pizot, Mayor of Saint Paul Lez Durance
Mrs Renucci, general secretary
CPA: In favour of providing the land free of charge
Pending an estimate from the municipality
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DEPARTEMENT des Bouches du Rhône

POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS
for accommodating ITER
worksite personnel
Identification
Name

Installation of demountable huts on land on the
Castellet site

Type of solution

Temporary accommodation (demountables)

Town

Saint Paul Lez Durance

Intercommunal structure

Communauté d’Agglomération du Pays d’Aix
Inventory
Approach
involved

Analysis of the potential solution

Project initiator
Expected commitment from company
Project deadline

Levelling and development to be done
ASN authorisation

Municipality
Site development
Possibly in the short term

SITUATION
Distance from worksite
4.2 km

Travel time:
7 minutes

Address:
Rue Francis Perrin
13115 Saint Paul Lez
Durance

Land registry ID:
000 AA 200

ACCESSIBILITY:
Access to services and shops
(km)

Public
transport
2.5 km

To:
CEA, Jouques, Peyrolles, Meyrargues, Pertuis, Venelles, Aix‐en‐
Provence (Aix en bus)
Digne, Manosque, Marignane (aéroport), Marseille, Vinon‐sur‐
Verdon, Gréoux‐les‐Bains… (LER)
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LOCATION

DESCRIPTION
Total number
possibilities

of

accommodation
About 50 demountables

Mobilisable accommodation capacity for
100% (100 people)
ITER
Surface area of land
Lead time

4,604m²
Possibly in the short term ‐ 2013

Ownership
Available utilities
Procedures to instigate

Municipality
Networks nearby (on the road)

Regulatory requirements
Works required
Party in charge of construction
Party in charge of operation

ASN
Levelling and onsite RUN to provide
By the company
By the company
Mr Pizot, Mayor of Saint‐Paul‐lez‐Durance
CPA: Hélène Barrau hbarrau@agglo‐paysdaix.fr Tel.: 04 88 78 10 05
Proposed by the Mayor
The site would be an extension of the business area
Pending an estimate from the municipality

Contacts
Remarks
Cost estimate

ASN authorisation
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DEPARTEMENT des Bouches du Rhône

POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS
for accommodating ITER
worksite personnel
Identification
Name

Commercial area called “Logis d’Anne”

Type of solution

Installation of site facilities

Town

Jouques

Intercommunal structure

Communauté d’Agglomération du Pays d’Aix
Inventory
Approach
involved

Analysis of the potential solution

Project initiator
Expected commitment from company
Project deadline

Plots of land to develop
Natura 2000 impact assessments

CPA (Communauté du Pays d’Aix)
Reservation or construction
Mid to long term

SITUATION
Distance from worksite
12.6 km

Travel time:
12 minutes

Address:
Le Logis d’Anne
13490 Jouques

Land registry ID:
Plot nos.: 1655, 1768

ACCESSIBILITY:
Access to services and
shops (km)

Far from
urban centres

Public
transport

POSSIBILITY OF ADDING A STOP ON THE BUS SERVICE BETWEEN
MEYRARGUES AND ST PAUL LEZ DURANCE
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LOCATION

DESCRIPTION
Total number
possibilities

of

accommodation
To be determined.

Mobilisable accommodation capacity for
To be determined.
ITER
Surface area of land
Lead time
Ownership
Available utilities
Procedures to instigate
Requirements
Works required
Party in charge of construction
Party in charge of operation
Contacts

Remarks

Cost estimate

Adoma block of land ≈ 24 ha.
Mid to long term
Adoma (formerly known as Sonacotra) would like to sell
No RUN and far from the main networks
Natura 2000 impact assessments
Compliance with Natura 2000 perimeter and the Water Act
Potable water and sewage networks
A Water Act application will probably be required in the case of water uptake
To be determined.
By the company
Mrs Moënard‐Buisse, DGS, Dgs.mairie‐jouques@wanadoo.fr
Tel.: 04 42 63 79 50
CPA: Hélène Barrau hbarrau@agglo‐paysdaix.fr Tel.: 04 88 78 10 05
Very interesting project since the site is very close to the ITER worksite
Strong demand for business properties from companies working for Cadarache
Municipality: Development of the site is only relevant if it continues to be used
after the ITER worksite (funding of networks)
CPA opinion: The project in the commercial activity area is not a priority. The
development of this site would be the main part of a much vaster project.
Considering the government’s policy on flood‐risk areas, the lower part of this site
will probably never be developed. Given the cost of developing this site and
locating most of the equipment at the bottom part of the site while placing the
accommodation at the top only, this project will be very costly if financed by the
municipality only.
Pending
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DEPARTMENT of theVaucluse

POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS
for accommodating ITER
worksite personnel
Identification
Name

Temporary structures on municipal land (train station
area)

Type of solution

Temporary structures

Town

Pertuis

Intercommunal structure

Communauté d’Agglomération du Pays d’Aix
Inventory

Analysis of the potential solution

Project initiator
Expected commitment from company
Project deadline

Approach
involved

Block of land to develop
Networks and land use plan to be checked

Municipality
Development and installation of site facilities
Short term

SITUATION
Distance from worksite
29 km

Travel time:
25 minutes

Address:
Saint Martin
84 120 Pertuis

Land registry ID:
000 BI 206

ACCESSIBILITY:
Access to services and shops
(km)

<1 km

Public
transport

CPA PUBLIC TRANSPORT SERVICE
BUS: PERTUIS ‐ LE PUY SAINTE REPARADE
BUS: PERTUIS ‐ SAINT ESTEVE JANSON
FAST BUS PERTUIS ‐ AIX‐EN‐PROVENCE
BUS LA ROQUE D'ANTHERON ‐ PERTUIS
BUS ST‐PAUL‐LEZ‐DURANCE‐PEYROLLES‐PERTUIS
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LOCATION

DESCRIPTION
Total number of accommodation
possibilities
Mobilisable accommodation capacity for
ITER
Surface area of land
Lead time
Ownership
Available utilities
Procedures to instigate
Requirements
Works required
Party in charge of construction
Party in charge of operation
Contacts

Remarks

Cost estimate

80 (to be clarified)
100% (160 people)
6,990 m²
Short term
Municipality
To be installed (networks nearby)
Land use plan to be updated (temporary permits)
Network checks
A host site for gypsies (2 families) is already foreseen on part of the site (RUN
underway for this host site).
The rest of the site could be provided to a company to house their personnel
Networks ‐ levelling
Provided free of charge
By the company
Municipality: Serge Spinosi (Technical services manager)
04 90 09 41 00
Possible extension on land belonging to the French rail network (RFF) –
municipality currently in contact with RFF
Close to shops and services
In the long term: Train station area combined with RFF land.
Municipality to contact RFF to check the possibility of extending the project
to cover RFF land.
Pending
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Projects requiring financial investment (investment or operation)
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DEPARTEMENT des Alpes de Haute Provence

POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS
for accommodating ITER
worksite personnel
Identification
Name

Youth hostel

Type of solution

Restoration of the youth hostel

Town

Manosque

Intercommunal structure

Communauté de Communes Lubéron Durance Verdon

Analysis of the potential solution

Project initiator
Expected commitment from company
Project deadline

Inventory
Approach
involved

Building to renovate
Renovation cost to estimate

Municipality
Renovation funded by a company in exchange for free use of the land for 4 years?
Short term

SITUATION
Distance from worksite
23 km

Travel time:
25 minutes

Address:
Avenue de l’argile
04100 Manosque

Land registry ID:
000 AH 84
000 AH 52

ACCESSIBILITY:
Access to services and shops
(km)

2 km
maximum

Public
transport

BUS 3 OF MANOBUS SERVICE
BUS 25 : MARSEILLE ↔ MANOSQUE ↔FORCALQUIER
BUS 28 : MARSEILLE ↔ MANOSQUE ↔ DIGNE‐LES‐BAINS ↔
BARCELONNETTE
BUS 29 : MARSEILLE ↔ MANOSQIE ↔ GAP ↔ BRIANÇON

41
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LOCATION

DESCRIPTION
Total number
possibilities

of

accommodation
An estimated 40 beds

Mobilisable accommodation capacity for
100% (40 people)
ITER
Surface area of land
Lead time

3 857 m². Built‐up surface area = 380 m² on the ground.
Short term

Ownership
Available utilities
Procedures to instigate

Municipality
RUN installed

Regulatory requirements
Works required
Party in charge of construction
Party in charge of operation
Contacts

None in principle
Renovation
A company
Private company
CCLDV: Mrs Démaret hdemaret@ccldv.fr Tel.: 06.42.03.77.24
The establishment managing the youth hostel abandoned the project, no
decision has been reached as yet. The project is on hold.
Municipality objective: Renovate the building to use the housing potential for
the ITER project or any other interested party, while keeping control over the
property.
Ample parking + shops
Estimated €400,000 to €500,000

Remarks

Cost estimate

Find funding and a project initiator
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DEPARTMENT of the Alpes de Haute Provence

POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS
for accommodating ITER
worksite personnel
Identification

Name

Seasonal workers’ accommodation

Type of solution

Renovation of the empty parts of the building

Town

Manosque

Intercommunal structure

Communauté de Communes Lubéron Durance Verdon

Analysis of the potential solution

Project initiator
Expected commitment from company
Project deadline

Inventory
Approach
involved

Empty part (50%) of building to be renovated
Project to be formalised

Municipality
Renovation of the empty parts of the building
Mid to long term

SITUATION
Distance from worksite
20 km

Travel time:
21 minutes

Address:
2, place Marcel Pagnol
04100 Manosque

Land registry ID:
112 B0 133
112 B0 134

ACCESSIBILITY:
Access to services and shops
(km)

Right next
to shops
in centre

Public
transport

BUS 3 OF MANOBUS SERVICE
BUS 25 : MARSEILLE ↔ MANOSQUE ↔FORCALQUIER
BUS 28 : MARSEILLE ↔ MANOSQUE ↔ DIGNE‐LES‐BAINS ↔
BARCELONNETTE
BUS 29 : MARSEILLE ↔ MANOSQIE ↔ GAP ↔ BRIANÇON
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LOCATION

DESCRIPTION
Total number
possibilities

of

accommodation 112 BO 133: 5 apartments from 25 to 50 m² (total of 200 m²)
112 BO 134: 4 apartments from 21 to 36 m² (total of 127 m²)

Mobilisable accommodation capacity for Up to 100% depending on the conditions
ITER
BO 133 empty to date.
Surface area of land
Lead time
Ownership
Available utilities
Procedures to instigate
Requirements
Works required
Party in charge of construction
Party in charge of operation
Contacts
Remarks
Cost estimate

Surface area of 55 and 56 m² (no garden; public square in front of the
building)
Mid to long term
Municipality
Developed
Find funding and a project initiator
None in principle
Full renovation apart from the roof
By the company
By the company
CCLDV: Mrs Démaret hdemaret@ccldv.fr Tel.: 06.42.03.77.24
Renovation and occupancy of the empty parts in the workers’
accommodating building.
Parking at 150 m
327 m² to renovate.
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DEPARTMENT of the Alpes de Haute Provence

POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS
for accommodating ITER
worksite personnel
Identification
Position of the public service delegate for the municipal campsite
Name

Municipal campsite run by a public service delegate
and shared with the GCU campers’ association

Type of solution

Campsite

Town

Volx

Intercommunal structure

Communauté de Communes Intercommunalité du Lubéron Oriental
Inventory

Analysis of the potential solution

Project initiator
Expected commitment from company
Project deadline

Approach involved

Pas d’emplacement mobil‐homes et retrait du titulaire de la
DSP
Renewal of the public service delegate

Holder of the public service delegation contract
Reservation
Pending renewal of the public service delegation contract

SITUATION
Distance from worksite
28.8 km

Travel time:
31 minutes

Address:
Camping Camp de la
Vandelle et GCU
Chemin de Pietramal
04130 Volx

Land registry ID:
camping
de
la
vandelle
0B 343‐344‐345‐346‐
347‐348‐1964‐1967
Camping GCU

ACCESSIBILITY:
Access to services and shops
(km)

1.3 km

Public
transport

REGIONAL BUSES 25, 28, 29: MARSEILLE‐MANOSQUE‐VOLX‐
(FORCALQUIER OR DIGNE‐LES‐BAINS OR BRIANÇON)
REGIONAL BUS 38 MANOSQUE – VOLX – DIGNES‐LES‐BAINS
BUS ORAISON‐LA BRILLANNE‐VILLENEUVE‐VOLX‐MANOSQUE
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LOCATION

DESCRIPTION
Total number
possibilities

of

accommodation 35 spots (municipal campsite)
66 spots (GCU campsite)

Mobilisable accommodation capacity for
Maximum of 90 people
ITER
Surface area of land
Lead time
Ownership
Available utilities
Procedures to instigate

Requirements
Works required
Party in charge of construction
Party in charge of operation
Contacts

Remarks

Cost estimate

Minimum 12,800m² (GCU campsite)
Medium term
Municipality and GCU association
Developed
Renewal of the public service delegate
Request authorisation to develop the site if the authorised surface area is
exceeded and request authorisation to operate the site (Prefect)
The creation of camping spots, regardless of the number, which exceed the
authorised surface area, is subject to a development authorisation.
The opening of additional camping spots is subject to authorisation from the
Prefect.
Onsite networks and installation of mobile homes
Holder of the public service delegation contract
Holder of the public service delegation contract
Mr Cholet, Tel: 04.92.79.35.85
Jérôme Dubois, Mayor of Volx, j.dubois.iar@wanadoo.fr
Urban planning department: urbanisme.volx@orange.fr
The land use plan falls within the scope of the 'tourist project' scheme
The CGU campsite grounds cover 12,780 m²; it has the authorisation for 200
people and 66 spots of a minimum surface area of 70 m² imposed by its
classification.
GCU surface area 12,800m². It is possible that the GCU may want to sell so
the campsite can be merged into one single campsite.
To be determined.
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DEPARTMENT of Alpes de Haute Provence

POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS
for accommodating ITER
worksite personnel
Identification
Name

‘Les Ferrayes’ deferred development area
Temporary installation of site facilities before
construction

Type of solution

Site facilities

Town

La Brillanne

Intercommunal structure

Communauté de Communes Intercommunalité du Lubéron Oriental

Analysis of the potential solution

Project initiator
Expected commitment from company
Project deadline

Inventory
Approach
involved

Blocks of land to develop
Contact the town hall

Municipality
Land provided free of charge in exchange for funding the installation of networks
pending the construction of the commercial business area.
Medium term

SITUATION
Distance from worksite
35.1 km

Travel time:
25 minutes

Address:
Les Ferrayes
04700 La Brillanne

Land registry ID:
More
than
references

20

ACCESSIBILITY:
Access to services and shops
(km)

500 m

Public
transport

TRAIN STATION AND BUS SERVICES
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LOCATION

DESCRIPTION
accommodation 130‐137 housing possibilities in the end
Possibility of installing about 100 mobile homes before construction of the
commercial business area starts
Mobilisable accommodation capacity for
200 people
ITER
Total number
possibilities

of

Surface area of land
Lead time

To be determined: all or part of the pending commercial business area
Medium term

Ownership
Available utilities
Procedures to instigate

EPF
To be provided

Regulatory requirements
Works required
Party in charge of construction
Party in charge of operation
Contacts

None in principle
RUN for blocks of land and installation of mobile homes
By the company
By the company
Mairie.labrillanne04700@orange.fr
The company’s contribution to funding the RUN will help reach financial
balance for the pending commercial business area.
€1.7 million (incl. tax) for all the RUN in the commercial business area

Remarks
Cost estimate

Negotiations with the municipality
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DEPARTEMENT des Bouches du Rhône

POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS
for accommodating ITER
worksite personnel
Identification
Name

Renovation of the ‘Abeilles’ community home

Type of solution

Renovation of an abandoned community home

Town

Aix en Provence

Intercommunal structure

Communauté d’Agglomération du Pays d’Aix

Analysis of the potential solution

Project initiator
Expected commitment from company
Project deadline

Inventory
Approach
involved

Renovation
Definition of the financial plan

CPA
Occupancy guaranteed by the companies
Medium term – end of 2013 (short term if an agreement is reached for the financing)

SITUATION
Distance from worksite
44.3 km

Travel time:
32 minutes

Address:
10,
Boulevard
du
Maréchal Leclerc
13090 Aix en Provence

Land registry ID:
CO 000 42

ACCESSIBILITY:
Access to services and shops
(km)

Very close
to town
centre

Public
transport

Close to the Aix‐en‐Provence bus station and SNCF train station (the
TGV station 10 km away)
CPA bus services (to Cadarache in particular)
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LOCATION

DESCRIPTION
Total number
possibilities

of

accommodation
59 rooms

Mobilisable accommodation capacity for
50‐100% depending on the funding round
ITER
Surface area of land
Lead time
Ownership
Available utilities
Procedures to instigate
Regulatory requirements
Works required
Party in charge of construction
Modalités de d’exploitation
Contacts

Remarks

Cost estimate

820 m²
Medium term – end of 2013
CPA
Built‐up land, connected to networks
Definition of the financial plan
Its purpose of providing accommodation is to be maintained
Renovation of the building
Pays d’Aix Habitat (PAH)
Management by a specialised association
M. Serre, DGS
CPA: Hélène Barrau hbarrau@agglo‐paysdaix.fr Tel.: 04 88 78 10 05
Restaurant on the ground floor open to all at lunch and only open to young
workers in the evening.
Very interesting project to finalise if companies contribute to the funding
round (1% housing) in exchange for guaranteed reservations.
Two possibilities for the financial plan and organising the project (lease or
business transfer from the CPA to PAH)
€2‐3 million depending on financial agreement (sale or purchase)
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DEPARTEMENT des Bouches du Rhône

POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS
for accommodating ITER
worksite personnel
Identification
Name

Temporary structures on the commercial area ‘Les
Lauves’

Type of solution

Mobile homes installed on the EPF land pending development

Town

Saint Paul Lez Durance

Intercommunal structure

Communauté d’Agglomération du Pays d’Aix

Analysis of the potential solution

Project initiator
Expected commitment from company
Project deadline

Inventory
Approach involved

Block of land to develop
Natura 2000 impact assessments

CPA
Installation of mobile homes before building a commercial business area
Long term

SITUATION
Distance from worksite
5.7 km

Travel time:
6 minutes

Address:
D952
13115 Saint Paul Lez
Durance

Land registry ID:
000 AB 15
000 AB 16
000 AB 17

ACCESSIBILITY:
Access to services and shops
(km)

Close, on
the edge
of the
village

Public
transport

PAYS D’AIX BUS SERVICE
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LOCATION

DESCRIPTION
Total number
possibilities

of

accommodation
About 50 mobile homes

Mobilisable accommodation capacity for
100% (100 people)
ITER
Surface area of land
Lead time
Ownership
Available utilities
Procedures to instigate
Regulatory requirements
Works required
Party in charge of construction
Party in charge of operation
Contacts

Remarks

Cost estimate

1.2 ha (minimum) due to rugged landscape (only the lower part of the land
can be used); terraced land can be developed
Long term
EPF, municipality
Extension of networks is currently being analysed by the firm BETEM (study
underway as of 6 April 2012)
Changes to the regulations governing unequipped natural areas (NA) and the
land use plan
Natura 2000 impact assessment since the project is on the boundary; rugged
terrain in the south of the site. Changes to the land use plan
RUN
To be determined.
To be determined.
CPA: Hélène Barrau hbarrau@agglo‐paysdaix.fr Tel.: 04 88 78 10 05
CPA opinion: Request for authorisation to build a commercial business area:
Natura 2000 impact assessments underway. The inventory will be available
in October 2012. The study is expected to be ready in December 2012.
Need to change the regulations governing natural areas and the related land
use plan so the site can be used temporarily.
Pending
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DEPARTMENT of theVar

POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS
for accommodating ITER
worksite personnel
Identification
Name

Abandoned holiday camp in Montmeyan

Type of solution

Renovation of the dormitory building and installation of mobile homes

Town

Montmeyan

Intercommunal structure

Communauté de Communes Provence d’Argens en Verdon
Inventory

Analysis of the potential solution
Approach involved

Project initiator
Expected commitment from company
Project deadline

2 renovated buildings to be used immediately, 2 buildings to
renovate and mobile homes installed in the medium term
Appoint an operator and finalise the project

Municipality and Var departmental council
Reservation
50 possibilities in the short term and 150 extra possibilities in the medium term

SITUATION
Distance from worksite
31 km

Travel time:
40 minutes

Address:
D30
Montmeyan

Land registry ID:
No. 209

ACCESSIBILITY:
Access to services and shops
(km)

1.5 Km

Public
transport

NONE
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LOCATION

DESCRIPTION
Total number
possibilities

of

accommodation
200 possibilities (to be formulated and clarified)

Mobilisable accommodation capacity for 100% i.e. 200 people (50 ready immediately in a dormitory and possibility of extending
ITER
this to 200 beds in the medium term)
Surface area of land
Lead time
Ownership
Available utilities
Procedures to instigate
Regulatory requirements
Works required
Party in charge of construction
Party in charge of operation
Contacts

Remarks

Cost estimate

7 ha
Short term for getting rooms ready in the renovated buildings
Medium term for renovating the 2 buildings and installing mobile homes
Municipality (land) and departmental council (buildings)
Existing RUN
Onsite RUN need to be provided for installing the mobiles
Project finalisation (Var departmental council)
Verification of fire requirements
None
Creation (renovation) of common areas
Separation of purposes (children’s outdoor centre in summer)
Renovation of two buildings
Development of host sites to install mobile homes
Currently being defined by the departmental council
Currently being defined by the departmental council (ODEL?)
Town hall
Var departmental council: Mme Sabine Alberto – 04 83 95 32 85 – salberto@cg83.fr
Far from the ITER worksite
Important potential to plan:
• Accommodation in 2 renovated buildings (4‐bed rooms)
• Renovation of 2 additional buildings
• Developments to install mobile homes that can be converted into tourist
accommodation once the worksite is completed
Currently being defined
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DEPARTMENT of theVaucluse

POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS
for accommodating ITER
worksite personnel
Identification
Name

Employee accommodation before being used for
student housing

Type of solution

Renovation

Town

Pertuis

Intercommunal structure

Communauté d’Agglomération du Pays d’Aix
Inventory

Analysis of the potential solution
Project initiator
Expected commitment from company
Project deadline

Approach
involved

Building to renovate
Building appraisal underway

Municipality
Renovation of buildings belonging to the CPA in view of creating student housing
Medium term ‐ 2015

SITUATION
Distance from worksite
28 km

Travel time:
24 minutes

Address:
45 Rue Philippe
Girard
84120 PERTUIS

de

Land registry ID:
000 BC 366

ACCESSIBILITY:
Access to services and shops
(km)

> 1.5 km

Public
transport

CPA public transport
Bus : Pertuis ‐ Le Puy Sainte Réparade
Bus : Pertuis ‐ Saint Estève Janson
Fast bus Pertuis ‐ Aix‐en‐Provence
Bus La Roque d'Anthéron ‐ Pertuis
Bus St‐Paul‐lez‐Durance‐Peyrolles‐Pertuis
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LOCATION

DESCRIPTION
Total number
possibilities

of

accommodation
To be determined

Mobilisable accommodation capacity for
To be determined
ITER
Surface area of land
Lead time
Ownership
Available utilities
Procedures to instigate

1,504 m²
Medium term ‐ 2015
CPA
Installed
Building appraisal underway

Remarks

Existing building is used for various activities and housing intended for
students in the long term (CNAM)
The ground floor could be used to as office space for the local business
incubator and the upper floors for housing
Renovation ‐ development
To be defined
To be defined
CPA: Hélène Barrau hbarrau@agglo‐paysdaix.fr Tel.: 04 88 78 10 05
Municipality:
The building is located in a floodable area. It could be used for housing on the
condition that the existing capacity is not increased.

Cost estimate

Pending

Requirements
Works required
Party in charge of construction
Party in charge of operation
Contacts
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DEPARTMENT of theVaucluse

POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS
for accommodating ITER
worksite personnel
Identification
Name

Community home for young workers

Type of solution

Renovation

Town

Pertuis

Intercommunal structure

Communauté d’Agglomération du Pays d’Aix

Analysis of the potential solution

Project initiator
Expected commitment from company
Project deadline

Inventory
Approach
involved

To be renovated
Funding round

CPA
Reservations are possible by participating in the funding round
Medium term ‐ 2015

SITUATION
Distance from worksite
26 km

Travel time:
26 minutes

Address:
Rue Durance
84120 Pertuis

Land registry ID:
000 BV 439, 440, 441
000 BV 344, 346, 347,
350, 352, 353, 354, 355,
669, 670

ACCESSIBILITY:
Access to services and shops
(km)

0 km

Public
transport

CPA public transport
Bus : Pertuis ‐ Le Puy Sainte Réparade
Bus : Pertuis ‐ Saint Estève Janson
Fast bus Pertuis ‐ Aix‐en‐Provence
Bus La Roque d'Anthéron ‐ Pertuis
Bus St‐Paul‐lez‐Durance‐Peyrolles‐Pertuis
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LOCATION

DESCRIPTION
Total number
possibilities

of

accommodation
20 to 30 rooms

Mobilisable accommodation capacity for
50‐100% depending on the financial means (20 people)
ITER
Surface area of land
Lead time
Ownership
Available utilities
Procedures to instigate
Regulatory requirements
Works required
Party in charge of construction
Party in charge of operation
Contacts

Remarks

Cost estimate

434 m²
Medium term ‐ 2015
Municipality and SEMEPA
Developed
Feasibility study and funding round to launch (investor canvassing)
ABF
Demolition and reconstruction with division into housing blocks
Development concession
Specialised management association
CPA: Hélène Barrau hbarrau@agglo‐paysdaix.fr Tel.: 04 88 78 10 05
CPA opinion: The feasibility study will be launched as part of the
development concession programmed for 2013 which foresees a mixed
project (public offices on the ground floor and housing in the upper floors)
with re‐division of the plots.
Pending
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French regulatory framework
Notion of itinerant workers in France: in the building industry
Source: French collective agreement dated 8 October 1990 on building workers employed by
companies with more than 10 employees.
Itinerant work (non-home-base work) is defined by the fact that it is impossible for the employee to
return home every day after work owing to his working conditions.
Workers are prevented from returning home after work under two simultaneous conditions:
•

Distance between the headquarters, regional office or local office (if set up 1 year before the
worksite starts) and the worksite is equal to or more than 50 km (one-way trip),

• Public transport cannot be used to cover this distance within a period of 1 ½ hours (one-way
trip).
Compensation for itinerant work is intended to cover additional food and accommodation expenses
incurred by the employee during his time away at work.
Itinerant workers must be paid a fixed compensatory sum which covers his normal daily expenses, in
addition to usual expenses that would have incurred even if he was not working away from home
(agreement dated 8 October 1990, Article VIII-22) i.e.:
- cost of a second accommodation
- additional food expenses (breakfast, lunch and dinner) whether the employee is staying at a hotel, in
a homestay or in any other kind of accommodation proposed by the employer
- time spent travelling
- other additional expenses that result from the worker being away from home (cleaning, telephone,
etc.).
There is no standard scale for calculating daily allowances for itinerant workers. The amount of the
allowance must be defined by mutual agreement and is greatly determined by the conditions for
housing, dining, cleaning, etc.
The amount of this daily allowance for itinerant work must therefore cover the additional
expenses paid by the worker, taking into account the accommodation located near the
worksite; a pre-determined amount cannot be fixed beforehand.
Itinerant work allowances must be paid every day of the week (whether a business day or not) during
which the worker remains at the service of the employer (agreement dated 8 October 1990, Article
VIII-23). Therefore, this allowance is not defined according to the hours or days of effective
work, but according to the days that the worker has been required near the worksite,
without being able to return home.
Therefore, it must be paid for every day of the week (regardless of whether it was a business day or
not, Saturday, Sunday or public holidays), even if he did not work, from the moment the worker is not
taking “time off”, i.e. remains in the immediate area where the worksite is located.
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Furthermore, Article 8.24 of the same agreement specifies that:
Compensation to cover the expenses and travel time of workers asked to work away from
home by their company
Separate to the refund of transport expenses (particularly transport by train in second class), workers
asked to work away from their headquarters on a worksite or vice versa, or from one worksite to
another, shall also be compensated for the following:
1. For hours falling within his working hours which could not be done due to a fixed departure
or arrival time, the worker will receive compensation equal to the salary that he would have
earned had he worked those hours,
2. For each hour of travel not included in his working hours, he will be paid compensation equal
to 50% of his hourly wage, without any increase or bonus to compensate additional expenses
that may arise from the trip, except if these expenses are directly refunded by the company.
Workers compensated under the above-mentioned conditions who are not already classified as an
itinerant worker shall benefit from a daily itinerant worker allowance from the date they arrive on
the site of their work until the date they leave this site.

Housing and accommodation: two different rights
Housing:
Housing is a fundamental right.
The occupant of housing, holder of a lease, is protected and can only be evicted under very specific
conditions.
French law excludes all links between a lease and a work contract to protect workers from losing both
their work and their housing.
Within the scope of a worksite, being an employee in a company is not a sufficient reason for obtaining
a lease. Just like the end of a work contract cannot be used to terminate a lease.

Accommodation:
Accommodation is defined as a commercial agreement between an individual and a lessor.
Having accommodation does not give the occupant the right to stay in the place.
The contract can be terminated unilaterally by one or the other party.
It is an insecure status and is often considered as being a temporary necessity.
Accommodation is often the solution chosen in the case of worksites. This is what automatically applies
in the case of tourist lodgings.
• Collective accommodation is subject to various obligations and declarations with the
departmental prefecture (Decree No. 75-59 dated 20 January 1975 in application of Act No.
73-548 dated 27 June 1973 concerning collective accommodation),
• Provisions relative to the accommodation of workers apply to tents, trailers and caravans when
such equipment and facilities are allocated for the accommodation of workers (EC, 6 May 1996,
No. 146824, Sté Promogil).
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Minimum accommodation conditions
Housing and accommodation must comply with a set of minimum habitability standards.
In the case of employee accommodation, these standards are defined by the French labour code.
This code specifies (articles R4228-26 to R4228-37):
The provisions relative to the accommodation of workers are also applicable to facilities set up
outside the limits of company buildings or worksites.
The labour inspectorate checks the facility and the interior fittings of the rooms.
It is forbidden to accommodate workers in rooms intended for industrial or commercial
purposes.
The habitable surface area and volume as defined in Article 111-2 of the French code for the
construction and habitation of rooms allocated to worker accommodation cannot be less than 6
square metres and 15 cubic metres per person. Parts of rooms with a ceiling height below
1.90 metres are not considered as habitable surface area.
These rooms must be ventilated permanently.
They are equipped with windows or other transparent openings that look outside and are
provided with the means for blinding the light.
Workers must be able to close the accommodation and access it freely.
The equipment and characteristics of the rooms allocated to accommodation must make it
possible to maintain a room temperature of 18°C at least and must prevent condensation and
high temperature.
Electrical installations must comply with the regulatory provisions applicable.
Couple must have a separate bedroom.
Each person or couple must have their own bed and necessary furniture, which must be kept in
good clean and working condition.
Rooms used are dormitories shall only be occupied by people of the same sex.
The number of people per room is restricted to six.
Beds must be separated by a distance of at least 80 centimetres.
It is forbidden to use bunk beds.
Floor and wall coverings in rooms allocated to accommodation must be easy to clean and must
be redone each time cleanliness standards so require.
Rooms allocated to accommodation must be kept clean and hygienic at all times.
Basins with potable hot and cold water, towels and soap must be provided for all
accommodated workers, with one basin for every three people.
Toilets and urinals must be installed near rooms used for accommodation under the conditions
defined in articles R. 4228-11 et seq.
Showers with hot and cold water must be installed in individual shower units near rooms
intended for accommodation, with one shower for every six people.
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Unworthy and indecent housing: Lessor risks and responsibilities
Other than through the French labour code, housing and accommodation conditions are strictly
controlled to avoid the appearance of unworthy housing.
Notion of unworthy housing
(Source: National centre for protection against unworthy housing:
www.habitatindigne.logement.gouv.fr)
The notion of unworthy housing covers all housing situations that deny the rights to housing and
infringe on human dignity.
“Unworthy housing refers to any room or facility used for accommodation though it is not built for such
purposes, as well as any accommodation in such a poor condition that it exposes the occupants to
obvious risks that threaten their physical safety or health.”
Article 84 of the Act concerning the mobilisation for housing and the fight against exclusion (MOLLE) dated 25 March
2009.

This definition concerns all types of rooms and occupancy; it applies to all rooms used de facto for
accommodation and all types of occupancy regardless of their status, from the moment that these
rooms represent a risk.
For instance, the fact of subjecting someone to accommodation conditions that go against
the principle of human dignity is punishable by a maximum sentence of five years'
imprisonment and a €150,000 fine. This sentence can even be raised to 10 years'
imprisonment when the offence is committed against several people including minors.

Decent housing must, at least:
- comprise one room with a surface area of 9 m² with a ceiling height of at least 2.20 m or failing this,
must have a habitable volume of 20 cubic metres.
- contain some equipment and furniture providing comfortable living conditions: A system providing
normal heating; A potable water system which ensures the distribution of potable water, as well as the
drainage of grey water and black water and which prevents the backflow of bad smells and effluents,
and is equipped with siphons; A kitchen or kitchenette with a cooker and a sink connected to a hot
water system, together with a wastewater drainage system; A bathroom including a toilet separate
from the kitchen and the room in which means are eaten; Equipment for bathing, including a bathtub
or shower that provides sufficient privacy and is supplied with hot/ cold water and a drainage system;
An electrical installation to provide sufficient lighting in all the rooms and hallways, as well as electricity
to operate appliances essential to everyday living;
- Meet specific conditions in terms of the physical safety and health of its tenants: Protection against
the wind and rain; Be equipped with safety barriers in good working condition; The type, condition and
maintenance of building materials, pipes and coverings in the accommodation must not represent an
obvious risk to the health and physical safety of the tenants; Electricity and gas systems and
connections, heating systems and hot water systems must comply with the effective safety standards
and must be in good working order; Devices for opening and ventilating housing must make it possible
to renew the air so the living conditions are suitable for normal occupancy and so equipment can
operate properly; The main rooms must have sufficient natural lighting or an opening that opens
either outside or onto a glassed-in area that opens outwards.
In conclusion, housing that does not comply with all or part of these rules is considered to be indecent.
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Mobile recreational homes (mobile homes) and light‐weight recreational homes: very controlled
housing facilities
1. MOBILE RECREATIONAL HOMES
1.1 Definition of a mobile recreational home (mobile home)
Mobile recreational homes are habitable land-based vehicles intended for temporary or seasonal
occupancy for recreational purposes; they retain their mobility which means they can be moved by
haulage but the traffic code prohibits their circulation (art R111-33).
2.2 Restriction of places made available to install mobile recreational homes
Contrary to caravans, mobile homes are only accepted on specific plots of land which have been
limited in number (R.111-34). Therefore, they can only be installed in:
1. Residential recreational parks
2. Campsites
3. Holiday villages qualified to accept simple light-weight accommodation.
The decree prohibits the installation of mobile recreational homes on campsites, holiday villages and
on family home land which has been leased or rented out for a period of more than two years (R. 11134-1).
Apart from these cases mentioned above, mobile homes are governed by ordinary law for urban
planning (DP authorisation if less than or equal to 20 m² of floor surface or a PC authorisation above
that).

2. LIGHT‐WEIGHT RECREATIONAL HOMES
2.1 Definition of a light-weight recreational home
Light-weight recreational homes are dismountable or transportable buildings intended for temporary or
seasonal recreational occupancy (R.111-31).
2.2 Cases where an authorisation is compulsory
These types of homes can be installed in (R.111-32):
1. Residential recreational parks
2. Campsites regularly set up, subject to a maximum number of 35 homes when the site has
less than 175 spots or 20% of the total number of spots in all other cases
3. Holiday villages qualified to accept simple light-weight accommodation
4. Outhouses of family homes approved for holiday purposes.
REMINDER:
The installation of a light-weight recreational home is subject to no formalities whatsoever when the
floor surface area is less than or equal to 35 m² (DP authorisation above this: R.421-9 b) and when
the home has been installed on a campsite or an authorised residential recreational park. This
exemption is only expressly granted, however, when the host site is located outside a classified area or
a protected area whose perimeter has been clearly specified (R421-2 b).
Apart from these cases mentioned above, light-weight recreational homes are governed by ordinary
law for urban planning (DP authorisation if less than or equal to 20 m² of floor surface or a PC
authorisation above that). (R.111-32-1)

3. Temporary building permit: L433‐1 et seq. of the urban planning code
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A temporary building permit provides an exemption to article L 421-6, i.e. to the legislative and
regulatory provisions governing land use, installation, purpose, type, architecture, dimensions,
drainage of buildings and development of surroundings. The temporary building permit means that the
urban planning rules do not apply (article L.421-8 of the urban planning code).
Therefore, a temporary building permit can be issued regardless of the building, notwithstanding the
zoning rules in the local urban plan and the non-conformity in relation to the latter.
Article R.433-1 specifies that the building permit necessarily indicates its expiry date at the end of
which the applicant must remove the authorised building:
- when the plot of land is located in a protected area (protected sector, urban renovation perimeter,
classified or registered site, in view of a historical monument or in an protected architectural, urban or
scenic heritage area).
- when the plot of land is located outside an urban area, an area to become urban or a reserved
location.
The recipient of the building permit has the obligation to remove the building without compensation
and to make sure the land is left in its original state at his own costs, either on the date specified in the
permit, or after the first request when the building is on a reserved location or falls within the scope of
a public interest statement.
Furthermore, Article L.433-2 specifies that the order granting the building permit prescribes the
drawing up of an inventory of the place at the cost of the applicant and with an expertise in the
presence of both parties.
REMINDER
A building permit will only be granted – even temporarily – on the condition that the site is equipped
(drainage, water, electricity, roads, etc.).
In the case of water harnessing, a prefectural order (ARS-coderst) should be provided in the building
permit file.
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